
The first time that Ida Heidel, Nusch 
Werchowska and I performed together 
as a trio was in Paris in 2014. Three 
strong personalities with something 
to say; we were a good match for the 
high-risk sport of group improvisation, 
or what I often call “spontaneous 
combustible collaborative composition”.  
Our complex and divergent musical 
backgrounds from jazz, contemporary 
music, electronic music and opera 
create a broad palette of musical 
styles to play with, and our geographic 
backgrounds (Norway, France, USA) add 
different musical dialects to the mix. It 
is stimulating, often humorous, and not 
necessarily easy. But in this challenging 
era that requires more risk-taking, more 
collaboration and more innovation than 
ever just to survive, perhaps creating 
music together on the spot, across 
genres, is a good practice. 

All the tracks on this CD were 
spontaneously composed; improvised 
and recorded in real-time, each one 
a full take. Real risk. If we were to 
succeed, we would succeed together 
and if we went down, we would go down 
together. No edits, no pre-recorded 
tracks or voice-overs, no scores. Just 
intense listening, playing and sounding 
together in the same room, and tackling 
the creative process in the heat of the 
moment. The resulting compositions 
are a merger of our unique individual 
expressions, personalities and 
languages: our dialogues, our wrestling, 
our dancing, and our breathing together.

When we started planning for this 
recording, planning was simultaneously 
underway for the COP21 climate talks 
in Paris. The timing of our recording 
sessions was also auspicious. It was 
exactly ten years after an International 

Council of 13 Indigenous Grandmothers 
had petitioned the Vatican to repeal the 
Papal bulls of discovery and conquest 
that had laid the foundations for 500 
years of global exploitation of indigenous 
peoples and the earth’s resources, and 
seven years after the Grandmothers  
had chanted and drummed outside  
the Vatican, praying for an evolutionary 
change. Those Papal bulls have still not 
been repealed, but who can tell what the 
power of petitioning and song and ritual 
has unleashed? In the summer of 2015, 
the new Pope published a revolutionary 
encyclical on climate change that was 
critical of capitalism’s “use, exploit, and 
throw-away” paradigm. In it he refers 
to the earth as our “sister and mother”, 
and enjoins people around the world  
to begin the difficult work of repairing 
the damage we have wrought to the only 
home we have. 

When we came together in Spain  
to record, we wanted to commemorate 
these events. The texts of Dina von 
Zweck – excerpts from her epic poem 
FLUDD: Virtual Polar Icecap Meltdown - 
offered one focal point, and our  
listening meditations on the grounds  
of Barxeta offered another. Odd Gjelsnes’ 
wonderful cooking, the fine Spanish 
wines, our deep conversations, the stars 
at night, and the sounds of crickets, 
birds and dogs all added to the mix.  
Dani Castelar’s wonderful work  
at the soundboard and Cato Langnes’ 
mastering was the extra dash of magic. 
This is our truth and our risk and our 
hope. Enjoy.
  
- Kristin Norderval 
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Kristin Norderval 
Ida Heidel
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Mercury Sunrise
   1. Toxic Legacies 6:08
   2. Polar Bear 1:45
   3. Icecap Meltdown 11:31
   4. Oyl in These Harbors 5:31

Sonic Orbits
   5. Apolune 2:23
   6. Perihelion 6:40
   7. Apoapsis 4:15
   8. Periapsis 5:12
   9. Apogée 1:46
 10. Perigée 7:38

 11.  This Is the Old Song  5:25

Total Time 58:14

All compositions by Kristin Norderval,
Ida Heidel, Nusch Werchowska

All the tracks on this CD were  
spontaneously composed; improvised 
and recorded in real time
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Parrhésie: “bold, fearless speech and a compulsion  
to speak the truth even at personal risk.”   

Mercury Sunrise suite and This Is the Old Song
with text by Dina von Zweck
© 2010 Estate of Dina von Zweck. Used with permission.

Kristin Norderval  voice, laptop (live processing) 
Ida Heidel  flutes, small percussion, voice
Nusch Werchowska  piano, inside and out

Recorded at Studio Barxeta, Spain by Dani Castelar,  
September 2015
Mixed by Dani Castelar, January 2016
Mastered at Notam by Cato Langnes, February, 2016
Produced by Kristin Norderval, Ida Heidel, Nusch Werchowska
Executive producer Odd Gjelsnes
Front cover painting by Sylva Karin Johansen
Design by design holtmann
This record is partly supported by Fond for lyd og bilde
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